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Infrared spectroscopic measurements of structural transition and
charge dynamics in 1T-TiTe2 under pressure
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Quasi-2D layered transition metal dichalcogenides, a
nonmagnetic family of compounds, provide an important
playground to reveal exotic ground-state electronic order
exhibiting the verities of charge density wave (CDW)
transitions and superconductivity [1]. 1T-structured TiTe2
is isostructural to 1T -TiSe2, the latter being a model
system of layered dichalcogenides that illustrates competing electronic orders (charge density wave order and
superconductivity) upon intercalation or by external
pressure [2,3].
Our recent investigations on isostructural semi-metal
1T-TiTe2 have revealed pressure-induced superconductivity (with Tc 6 K) and its persistence upon decompression [4] where CDW ordering was found to coexist
with the superconducting state. Our results indicated that
phase separated undeformed semi-metallic domains are
responsible for the emergence of superconductivity.
We now have performed high pressure infrared measurements (at SISSI beamline, ELETTRA) on this system to understand the effect of pressure on its charge
dynamics and electronic structure [5]. Our far-IR measurements help identifying a subtle and irreversible structural transition into a non-centrosymmetric structure
(space group P3m1) at ~2.5 GPa. This structural modification results in dramatic change in low-energy electronic structure with enhanced Drude spectral weight
(increased free carrier / metallicity), favoring superconductivity to emerge with a high transition temperature.
This spectral weight transfer is found to be irreversible,
as supported from irreversible structural modification
under nonhydrostatic compression. This helps understand
the persistence of a superconducting state upon decompression. The low-energy characteristic band (near 2000
cm-1) of 2D correlated metal also gains in intensity irreversibly, indicating increased electronic correlation at
higher pressure and its persistence nature. The broken
inversion symmetry in the high-pressure structure in the
presence of strong spin-orbit interaction may turn this
gapped semimetallic compound into a possible topological semimetal, warranting more detailed high-pressure
optical measurements and also theoretical investigations.

Fig. 1(a) Room-temperature IR reflectance spectra at the diamond-sample interface Rs-d(ω) for 1T -TiTe2 at 1 GPa. Open
circles are the experimental data, and the orange solid line is
the calculated reflectance spectra using Drude-Lorentz oscillators (shown up to 16000 cm−1). (b) Room-temperature far-IR
Rs-d(ω) spectra at various high pressures. Spectra at higher
pressures are arbitrarily shifted. R represents the released
pressure.
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